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Deliberating the Constitutional Complaint Mechanism: the 2011-2013 
Constitution-Making Process1 

Following the initiative of the governing Justice and Development Party (AKP), 
which had recently achieved a landslide victory in the 2011 general elections, but 
lacking the constitutional mandate to unilaterally draft a new constitution, an ad-
hoc commission was established to draft a new constitution. Constitutional 
Conciliation Commission (Anayasa Uzlaşma Komisyonu – AUK) of Turkey, was 
formed in late 2011 with equal representation from four parties represented in the 
parliament. This move had come after Turkey had gone through an intensely 
polarized constitutional referendum in September 2010, which approved a 
package of twenty articles. Although the truly divisive issues of the 2010 
constitutional were the appointment structure of the Constitutional Court (AYM) 
and the High Council of Judges and Prosecutors (HSYK), a novelty of the 
amendment package was the introduction of the constitutional complaint 
mechanism.  

This short piece is aimed to analyze the AUK’s draft proposal on the 
constitutional complaint mechanism and examine the debates that the members 
of AUK conducted on this particular issue. Considering that the institution of 
constitutional complaint was introduced into the Turkish legal system in 2010 and 
AYM began receiving applications only in 2012, it would be worthwhile to 
examine what kind of changes the commission planned to introduce to the 
institution now that the institution has been in operation for a few months2. The 
2010 constitutional amendment was an AKP-drafted bill, but the AUK included 
the three opposition parties. Therefore, previously excluded opposition’s opinions 
regarding the constitutional complaint mechanism, now could be expressed and 
even incorporated in the future constitution. 

Unfortunately, the AUK’s laborious effort to draft a new inclusive and democratic 
constitution did not yield to a new text and the commission was dissolved after 25 
months of work because it was unable to overcome an impasse on a number of 
issues. Nevertheless, the debates were made public shortly after the commission 
was called off, are significant for the rich constitutional arguments produced on 
all sides and for the effort to achieve a consensus, which soon after was replaced 
with unilateralism.  

The article organizing the Constitutional Court is debated first from March 19, 
2016 until April 1, 20133. The institution of constitutional complaint mechanism is 
debated on March 25, 26 and 27 and is again picked up by the commission of 
June 18, 2013 after the constitutional experts of the four parties separately 
debated and redrafted the provision. The provision organizing and regulating the 
constitutional complaint mechanism is also significant for being one of the sixty 
articles that the commission discussed, drafted and reached a unanimous 
consensus.  
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All political parties agree to keep the institution in the envisioned new document, 
proving that unlike the rest of the 2010 constitutional amendment package, this 
modification has been regarded as a positive and non-polarizing reform. The 
approved text introduces many changes to the mechanism. First, following the 
CHP’s (Republican People’s Party) proposal, also supported by MHP (National 
Action Party) and later by BDP (Peace and Democracy Party), constitutional 
complaint mechanism is decided to be formulated in an article of its own, rather 
than as a paragraph under the “functions and power” of the Constitutional Court. 
The opposition parties argue and convince that it would strengthen the institution 
and highlight the emphasis placed upon it by the constitution-makers, as well as 
making it easier to read. Second, with the call of CHP the institution’s proper 
name is changed from “individual application” to “constitutional complaint”. 
Professor Selin Esen, expert on behalf of CHP, convincingly argues that the 
2010 constitutional amendment had mistakenly called it “individual application” 
and that should be corrected under the new text.  

Three issues dominate the deliberations on the constitutional complaint: the 
scope of rights and freedoms protected by the institution, empowering the 
ombudsman to petition the court and special protection for right to vote and to be 
elected. In all three, the opposition parties are able to incorporate their demands, 
with a compromise. 

The scope of rights and freedoms under the existing provision was limited to 
those rights and freedoms recognized by the European Convention of Human 
Rights (ECHR). Within the commission, there were three alternatives; 
maintaining the scope (advocated by AKP and MHP), adding the rights and 
freedoms recognized by the new constitution (advocated by CHP) and only 
recognizing the rights and freedoms listed under the new constitution (advocated 
by BDP). AKP, argues in favor of restricting the rights and freedoms to the scope 
of ECHR and states that the motivation behind the decision to introduce the 
constitutional complaint mechanism in 2010 was to relieve the Turkish state from 
piling applications to European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) for violating the 
ECHR. Thus, the institution was not simply conceived as a domestic remedy but 
as an additional tier before citizens of Turkey could be eligible to apply to ECtHR 
and consequently reducing the applications from Turkey to the court. Also, AKP 
argues the social and economic rights are related to the economic power of the 
state and therefore in the event that a state fails to provide for them, it would not 
be wise to see that as a violation.  

For the pro-Kurdish party BDP, the fact that the new constitution, what would 
have been the product of the 2011-2013 negotiations, would supersede the rights 
and freedoms protections in ECHR leads them to conclude that simply 
recognizing the constitution (and not ECHR) is enough. The nationalist 
opposition party MHP fears that such expansion of rights and freedoms 
adjudicable by the AYM would overburden the court at its infancy. For MHP, if 
the scope of rights and freedoms that can be claimed under the scope of 
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constitutional complaint of AYM is expand, then this would ultimately increase the 
scope of ECtHR and further constrain the Turkish state under the European 
jurisprudence. In defense, CHP argues that since the ratification of ECHR, rights 
and freedoms are expanded and without recognizing social and economic rights 
it is not possible to realize civil and political rights4. Through its case law, ECtHR 
have expanded the scope of rights and freedoms however CHP does not believe 
that AYM will adopt a similar progressive attitude. Also, Riza Turmen, an MP 
from CHP and former judge of ECtHR argues that specifically recognizing the 
convention together with the constitution, would induce AYM to adopt the 
European court’s case law and its method of interpretation. Although, the 
commission considers limiting the scope to certain rights to be listed specifically 
in the provision, ultimately that option is foregone. 

Following a meeting among the experts, the commission receives a revised draft 
of the provision (June 18, 2013), which only recognizes the rights and freedoms 
under the new constitution as those that can be claimed in front of AYM within 
the scope of constitutional complaint- without reference to ECHR. This 
formulation, which was essentially BDP’s proposal, is approved by the rest of the 
commission. CHP, which was originally insistent on recognizing rights and 
freedoms under both ECHR and the new constitution, withdraws it after 
concluding that the new constitution would encompass the rights and freedoms 
listed under ECHR and that no other constitution makes reference to ECHR with 
respect to constitutional complaint mechanism.  

Another proposal of CHP is empowering the ombudsman with the power to make 
a constitutional complaint. After lengthy discussion, in which other parties argue 
that ombudsman is supposed to act like a neutral referee and such a power is 
not listed under its functions, the commission agrees that in some cases where 
the victim is afraid or does not have the means to seek constitutional complaint 
or where the case has received national interest, the ombudsman can act like a 
“citizen advocate”. Ultimately, they agree to include such a novelty but decide 
that the peculiarities of it will be prescribed by law. Therefore, this compromise 
becomes the formulation of this provision on the role of ombudsman with respect 
to constitutional complaint mechanism.  

Finally, another novelty of the commission’s article on constitutional complaint is 
an extra protection for the right to vote and to be elected. Reading the 
proceedings of the commission, it becomes apparent that this proposal originates 
from the experience of the opposition parties whose members’ rights were 
violated and the Supreme Board of Elections (YSK) had been of no avail. 
Although the proposal comes from CHP, it is later picked up by both MHP and 
BDP, who claim to have experienced such violations5. This provision is a clear 
case of reactive constitution-making. Although CHP advocates that AYM should 
finalize constitutional complaint cases on right to vote and to be elected in three 
days, such a short period of time does not receive the support of other parties for 
the fear that it would transform the court into a second YSK and burden it during 
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the election periods. As a compromise, the members of AUK agree to provide for 
special time limit regarding the cases on right to vote and get elected however 
that limit is three days to make a petition but “urgency” for the court to finalize the 
constitutional complaint cases.  

In conclusion, although the commission’s hard work did not result in a new 
constitution or constitutional amendment package, the proceedings demonstrate 
that with respect to the institution of constitutional complaint, not only does the 
commission strengthen the rights protection; it does so through compromise and 
accommodation. However, the constitutional complaint mechanism formulated by 
AUK as the product of the 2011-2013 constitution-building process, remains 
solely on paper. 

 

 

  

                                                        
1 Oya Yeğen, Sabancı Üniversitesi 
2 The Constitutional Court began receiving constitutional complaint applications on September 23, 
2012 and the AUK began debating the mechanism on March 19, 2013.  
3 It should be noted that the AUK’s self-imposed deadline was the end of March 2013, which was 
an extension of the previous deadline, December 2012.  
4 Within CHP, regarding this issue there is no unity. While Riza Türmen is in favor of recognizing 
all three generation of rights, Süheyl Batum argues that it would be possible to restrict the number 
of rights. The CHP’s original proposal includes an ellipsis to indicate that the party envisions to list 
the rights and freedoms recognized by the constitution that be claimed as part of the 
constitutional complaint. 
5 MHP refers to the case of Ali Hasaman and BDP refers to the case of Hatip Dicle.  


